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Arthrex:
What the Federal Circuit Did

Arthrex: Congress Over-Delegated to APJs
Arthrex, Inc. v. Smith & Nephew, Inc.,
__ F.3d __, 2019 WL 5616010 (Fed. Cir. Oct. 31, 2019)

The Constitutional Issue:
•

IPR statute gave APJs power to issue
decisions binding the government, but did not
fully subordinate them to the Secretary of
Commerce or PTO Director

•

Thus in IPR, APJs act as “Superior Officers of
the United States”—but they were not
appointed as such

•

–

Superior officers generally require Presidential
appointment, with Senate advice and consent

–

i.e., Appointments Clause (art. II, § 2, cl. 2)

Judge Moore

Judge Reyna

Judge Chen

The IPR statute is in this respect
unconstitutional
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Arthrex: Are IPR APJs Superior or Inferior Officers?
Arthrex applies a multi-factor test,
drawn from Edmond [520 U.S. 651 (1997)]
•

Over APJs’ IPR decisions, who
(if anyone) has:
– Review Power?
• No one. Statute does not give Director
review authority

– Supervision Power?
• Director has some, e.g., authority over
institution, panel selection, and setting
pay

– Removal Power?
• Limited. As civil servants, APJs are
removable only for cause

•

Judge Moore

Judge Reyna

Judge Chen

Conclusion: As to IPR decisions, APJs
exercise authority of superior officers
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Arthrex: Determining IPR’s Fate
•

No dispute that APJs in this IPR (and all
others . . . ) were not appointed under
Appointment Clause standards

•

Opinion turns to whether IPR as a whole
can survive
– Striking IPR in its entirety would be highly
disruptive, and against Congress’s clear
intent
– Possible to strike just one part, and keep
the rest?

•

Conclusion: Yes. Severing Congress’s
grant of federal employment
protections to APJs [35 U.S.C. § 3(c)] is the
narrowest way to preserve the statute

Slip op. at 24–25

Judge Moore

Judge Reyna

Judge Chen

– Thus APJs are now “at-will” employees
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Arthrex: The Patent Owner’s Remedy
•

Lucia [138 S. Ct. 2044 (2018)] indicates that
Arthrex is entitled to rehearing
– And under Lucia, the case cannot be
remanded “for the same Board judges to
rubber-stamp their earlier
unconstitutionally rendered decisions”

•

Conclusion: Vacate and remand for
rehearing by a new panel of APJs

Slip op. at 30
Judge Moore

Judge Reyna

Judge Chen
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Arthrex: Side Comments
Judge Moore

Judge Reyna

Judge Chen

Slip op. at 29

Slip op. at 30
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Arthrex: What Followed
KM, JR,
RChen

Arthrex (~3 pm ET)

Th.

Fr.

Oct. 31

Nov. 2

Su.

Nov. 3

Mo. Nov. 4

Per curiam
(KM, RS, RT)

Customedia I

Precedential order denying motion to vacate/remand
(raised in Rule 28(j) letters) as waived

Per curiam

Customedia II

Precedential order denying motion to vacate/remand
(raised via motion) as waived

Per curiam
(JR, TH, KS)

Polaris v. Kingston

Oral argument (PO Polaris briefed issue). Polaris urged
striking IPR entirely; panel suggested need for further
views on Arthrex

JR, EW, TH

Kingston v. Polaris

R.36 affirmance, notwithstanding PO Kingston’s attempt
to raise Arthrex post-briefing

JR, EW, TH

Bedgear

Non-prec opinion vacating/remanding, citing briefing
and Arthrex. Judge Dyk’s concurrence (w/ Judge
Newman) questioned Arthrex’s determination that
vacatur-remand was needed

PN, TD, KS

Ericsson

Prec opinion affirming IPR obviousness decision.
Arthrex not raised, even post-oral argument

PN, AL,
RClevenger

Nov. 5

We. Nov. 6

Th.

Sua sponte, non-prec order vacating/remanding, citing
briefing

Nov. 1

Sa.

Tu.

Uniloc 2017 (~4 pm ET)

Nov. 7
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Arthrex:
What Happens Now?

Rehearing Timelines
•

Arthrex: Any party (inc. Government) may seek panel rehearing or
rehearing en banc by December 15 [Fed. R. App. P. 40(a)(1); Fed. Cir. R. 40(e)]
– Petitions are likely, so are responses
– Precise timing depends on the Court, but the earliest date for rehearing
denials/appellate mandate probably February 2020
– If rehearing granted, could extend to Summer/Fall 2020

•

Uniloc 2017/Bedgear: IPR petitioners could seek Fed Cir rehearing by late
Nov./early Dec. 2019

•

Customedia (and other non-vacated appeals): Generally must wait for
disposition on the merits; may petition for rehearing within 30 days after that
[Fed. Cir. R. 40(e)]

•

Kingston/Ericsson (only non-vacated appeals to reach finality): Could
petition for rehearing by early Dec. 2019

(Mandamus/extraordinary writ petitions anytime—but disfavored)
(Cert. petitions w/in 90 days of opinion, or of reh’g denial) [S. Ct. R. 13(1)–(3)]
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Predictions for the Federal Circuit
•

Appeals that already briefed the issue: Vacatur/remand, quickly

•

Appeals where briefing is complete and didn’t raise: Customedia and
Kingston suggest not much appetite, but waiver is discretionary, and could
be panel dependent

•

Appeals where briefing is ongoing: Uncertain, but statements so far
suggest waiver if not in opening brief

•

Appeals where briefing hasn’t started: If you don’t like your FWD,
consider raising

Consider issue preservation—rehearing remains possible
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Predictions for the PTAB
•

Goal will be to prevent cases stacking up

•

Guidance was quick post-SAS, we may get early guidance here

•

Likely to ask the parties if they perceive a problem

•

Statute and Arthrex do limit things a bit:
– § 316(a)(10) requires “providing either party with the right to an oral hearing as part of
the proceeding”
• Would transcripts suffice? Telephonic supplemental hearings?

– § 318(a) requires “the Patent Trial and Appeal Board [i.e., not the Director] shall issue
a final written decision”
• Hard for the Director to give themselves more authority over FWDs

– Arthrex rejected some of the Government’s preferred approaches
• Loss of employment protection won’t be popular with APJs, but is now hard to undo
• Influencing panel selection also rejected
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Arthrex:
What Should I Do?

Figuring Out What to Do
1.

How does the cost of
rehearing compare to the
likelihood × value of a better
result?

2.

Whether you won or lost the
FWD, how?

3.

What is the impact of delay?

4.

How far along is the
proceeding?

• Be realistic.

• Not yet known how heavily the
PTAB will rely on previous
panels’ decisions
• Take into account a panel’s
evidentiary or discovery rulings,
where the impact of Arthrex
isn’t yet clear
‒ If those are set aside, the
case might need reworking
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Figuring Out What to Do
1.

2.

How does the cost of
rehearing compare to the
likelihood × value of a better
result?
Whether you won or lost the
FWD, how?

3.

What is the impact of delay?

4.

How far along is the
proceeding?

• If the panel made a plainly
reversible error, take that into
account
‒ If you benefited from that error,
but the Fed Cir is probably going
to reverse it, rehearing might be
preferable
‒ If the error cost you, you might
prefer to seek reversal and finality
from the Fed Cir instead of
remand

• Forfeiture of the constitutional
issue can be the right thing to do
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Figuring Out What to Do
How does the cost of
rehearing compare to the
likelihood × value of a better
result?

• If you are trying to launch a
product, or you want to get to trial,
you may prefer finality over
continued litigation

2.

Whether you won or lost the
FWD, how?

• But if you are benefiting (e.g., from
a litigation stay), several months of
remand might be a benefit

3.

What is the impact of delay?

4.

How far along is the
proceeding?

1.
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Figuring Out What to Do
• On appeal? See above
1.

2.

How does the cost of
rehearing compare to the
likelihood × value of a better
result?
Whether you won or lost the
FWD, how?

3.

What is the impact of delay?

4.

How far along is the
proceeding?

• Waiting for FWD? Consider
objecting to your panel now
• Waiting for oral hearing? Be
ready to tell the PTO whether you
consent to current panel
• Considering a petition? Arthrex
probably won’t affect you
• Institution denied? It’s
complicated.
‒ Institution decisions are
nonreviewable, and Arthrex says
there’s no constitutional problem…
‒ But can the Director delegate
institution authority to an
unconstitutional panel?
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Arthrex:
Still More to Think About

Still More…
•

What if I like my IPR panel/outcome?
– Keep quiet, probably.

•

What about CBM and PGR?
– Arthrex likely applies there, but not certain.
– Customedia I and II are CBM appeals, by the way

•

What about appeals from ex parte examination?
– Arthrex’s analysis is generally under AIA, but can’t rule out impacts

•

How many cases are affected?
– Most of the difficulty is in already-filed Federal Circuit cases. ~100 if the Court
strictly applies waiver. ~300 if it lets litigants raise the issue late

•

What about § 314 IPR estoppel? Or TTAB appeals? Or issue
preclusion? Or Tucker Act claims? Or PTAB sanction awards?
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Thank You!
John Dragseth
dragseth@fr.com
612-337-2550

Dorothy Whelan
whelan@fr.com
612-337-2509

Karl Renner
renner@fr.com
202-626-6447

Rob Courtney
courtney@fr.com
612-766-2077

Please send your NY CLE forms or
questions about the webinar to Angela
Park at park@fr.com
A replay of the webinar will be
available for viewing at
http://www.fishpostgrant.com/webinars
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